
7:45 - 8:45 am Registration & Continental Breakfast

8:45 am Welcome Keynote: Dignitary

9:05 - 9:55 am Presentation & Panel
National Cyber Strategy & Framework Harmonization
Federal leaders will join States and providers as they talk about the
importance of framework harmonization from our nation’s capital to Main
Street. While we often think of framework dis-harmonization as an issue
that applies to the rules and regs that flow from the federal level to states
and local governments, the reality for providers is that framework dis-
harmonization exists at similar disparities between states and local
jurisdictions. Hear important updates on the work of the StateRAMP-CJIS
Task Force and recommendations to help streamline compliance. 

Learning Objectives:
Learn how the Office of the National Cyber Director is approaching
Framework Harmonization goals through the National Cybersecurity
Strategy 
Gain insight into the roles SLTT and the private sector plays in
advancing the National Cybersecurity Strategy 
Learn about recommendations from the StateRAMP-CJIS Task Force
for CJIS Harmonization  

10:00 - 10:50 am Presentation & Panel
Tenets of a Strong Cyber Risk Management Program
State and Local leaders will discuss the tenets of what makes a strong
cyber risk management program, and how that has evolved in recent
years with malware and malicious actors on the rise. The panel will share
their experiences with supply chain vulnerabilities and how to leverage
StateRAMP for improved risk management and mitigation.

Learning Objectives:
Gain insight into top threats and vulnerabilities  
Identify the key pillars of a cyber risk management program 
Understand the evolution of cyber risk management for public sector 
Understand how StateRAMP may be leveraged for simplified supplier
risk management
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10:50 - 11:15 am Break for Refreshments and Vendor Exhibits

11:15 am - 12:05 pm Presentation & Panel
Addressing Whole of State for Cyber
Whole of State is a concept gaining traction when it comes to
cybersecurity coordination among state, local and education leaders. The
SLTT federal grant program jump-started resource sharing. This session
will focus on efforts that go beyond technologies and services and
encompass the coordination of policies, frameworks, and procedures to
create long-lasting impacts.

Learning Objectives:
Understand how one State is approaching “whole of state” with
legislation and bold leadership 
Gain insight into challenges and opportunities for Whole of State from
different perspectives in the public and private sectors 
Learn how frameworks, such as StateRAMP, can serve as a bridge for
third party supplier security verification

12:10 - 1:20 pm Break for Buffet Lunch and Vendor Exhibits

1:20 - 2:10 pm Presentation & Panel
Important Role Procurement Plays in Protecting our Citizens 
“Begin as you mean to go” is a reminder that the choices we make today
become our legacy in the long-term. Procurement is where it starts for
defining the relationship between public and private sectors. The
requirements we set today define how we will work together and that
includes cyber security and risk management.  This session will focus on
shared best practices for procurement, leveraging enterprise architecture
standards, and a deeper understanding of the role procurement plays in
protecting our citizens.

Learning Objectives:
Understand how government contracting impacts cyber risk
management  
Learn the principles for Best Practices for Cloud Procurement and
Enterprise Architecture 
Gain insight into the challenges and opportunities facing public
procurement in changing times 

2:10 - 2:35 pm Break for Refreshments and Vendor Exhibits



2:35 - 2:55 pm Keynote
Remembering our Why–The Story of a Real-World 
Cyber Attack
Hear the harrowing details from the leaders who managed a cyber-attack
and what they learned from the experience. Protecting our citizens and
way of life requires public sector leaders and industry to come together in
this mission. We invite you to hear this story as it serves as a reminder for
each of us: to remember our why.

3:00 - 4:30 pm Roundtable Discussions
Join up to 2 Roundtable Discussions  

This is your time to share ideas and connect!  You will be invited to rotate
to a new table and topic every 25 minutes. We will spend the final 30
minutes hearing the top takeaways from our Roundtable Facilitators. 

Topics Include:
Ethics & Privacy Considerations in AI/ML and Emerging Trends 
How to Leverage StateRAMP in Risk Management for Government 
Opportunities for IT Procurement 

4:30 - 5:45 pm Closing Reception


